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Abstract

Thermal storage can be a useful tool in balancing load and demand in district heating systems,
resulting in reduced operational costs. In light of the restructuring of the district heating
system on the Westmanislands it was found that a potential might exist for the setup of
a thermal storage unit. The project was to model that district heating system and find an
optimal storage size to minimise the district heating operational costs. The results showed
that the operational costs could be reduced significantly with the installation of a thermal
storage. An exact value was difficult to find as it was found that the power outages on the
island due to the district heating system running on uncertain electricity had a large impact
on the optimisation. A statistical approach was taken to compare the results to a set of 100
different outage scenarios. It was found that the results had a low chance of delivering a
solution that was oversized as they were in the lower third of the results. This was seen as a
positive result as it is expected that the number and size of outages is will be reduced thanks
to the installation of a heat pump on the Westmanislands.
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1 Introduction

Iceland, being renowned for its excellent geothermal capacity, hosts places where the access
to such energy sources is either limited or non-existent. Most of the geothermal energy is
found along the rift that transverses the entire country from the Reykjanes peninsula and
Vik up to the Myvatn area. Places outside of this geothermal hotbed usually generate their
heating through either low temperature geothermal sources, or when even those don’t exist,
from other methods such as electrical heating or carbon-based fuel heating.
Carbon fuels have the clear limitations of being for once polluting but also not in the general

sense renewable and sustainable, which Iceland puts a lot of focus on. Electrical heating would
be renewable per se, however electrical energy is of much higher quality than thermal energy
and therefore the use of electricity for such trivial operations like space heating would only be
the most sound approach if no other alternative was present.
The Westmannislands present an opportunity in the streamlining of its district heating grid.

The district heating grid there uses as a primary heater a 20 MW electrical boiler to heat
the water. This is however supplemented by the waste heat of 2 big fish processing facilities,
Isfelag Vestmanneyja (IV) and Vinnslustödin Vestmanneyjar (VSV). These companies can at
peak times cover a lot of the heating demand, up to 5 MW in some cases, and are therefore
a vital component in reducing the electrical usage for space heating.
Additionally the island has in the past struggled with power outages with their electrical

boiler, as relying on uncertain power, electricity is not available at times, the more important
limitation however is the capacity of the transmission cable to the island, which may limit
the amount of power coming in and therefore in times of high demand limit the amount of
electricity that can be used for district heating. In those periods spanning sometimes several
weeks the water has to be heated with a complimentary oil-fired boiler.
The aim of this project is therefore to investigate the feasibility of a hot water storage on

the Westmannislands and the objectives are:

• To compile a selection of state of the art thermal energy storage systems.

• To analyse the district heating network on the Westmannislands.

• To select the most economical solution for an thermal energy storage system for the
island, considering physical and economical constraints.
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Mynd 1: Map of Iceland with the main fault lines and the Westmanislands in the very
south. (Source: US Geological Survey)

2 Background

2.1 Westmanislands

The Westmanislands or Vestmannaeyjar in icelandic are a group of islands off the southern
coast of Iceland. Only the main island Heimaey is inhabited all year round. Some of the other
islands have refuges for fishermen and puffin hunters, however these are only used seasonally.
The island has volcanic activity that was subject to frequent eruptions in the last 100-200
thousand years. The fault lines follow the same pattern as on the mainland i.e. south-east to
north-west. (Figure 1)
The island is inhabited by a population of around 4300 people, all located on Heimaey

in the town of Vestmannaeyjabær(Figure 2). The main productive activities on the island
are related to fishing, the fishmeal plants and tourism.[GudjonsdottirGudjonsdottir2017] The
Westmanislands have become known especially due to the eruption in 1973, which added
some landmass to the main island, Heimaey, and buried some of the town under lava. During
that catastrophe the entire island was evacuated in one night with help of fishing boats.
[TaylorTaylor2017]
After the volcano had settled and the island had been declared fit for habitation, the pop-

ulation turned back and it was decided to use the lava that was cooling down to provide house
heating for the citizens of the island. This also meant that a distribution system needed to
be put in place to distribute the heat, which formed the basis of the district heating system used
today.[Johannesson, Chatenay, Thorsteinsson, Atlason AlbertssonJohannesson .2016] Unfortuna-
tely by 1988 the lava had cooled down too much and there was not enough heat anymore
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Mynd 2: Topographical map of the Westmanislands with the town of Vestmannaeyjabaer
shown in pink. (Source: National Land Survey of Iceland)

to supply the town, additionally the gathering pipes in the lava were degrading rapidly due
to the corrosive nature of its environment. The town then decided to commission a 20MW
electric boiler to supply the demand in hot water.[VerkisVerkis2016] Additionally a small waste
incineration plant was also operated, but it was decommissioned in 2012 as part of a larger
scale back of waste incinerating plants in Iceland, due to environmental concerns, because
of unacceptable levels of Dioxine. [OECDOECD2014] Even though the islands have volcanic
activity it has no geothermal heating due to the lack of fresh ground water in the lower hotter
parts of the ground.

2.2 The new heat pump and energy policy

The Westmanislands are currently undergoing a major restructuring of their energy policy.
They are installing a sea water heat pump to replace the electrical boiler as the primary heat
source[VerkisVerkis2018](Figure 3).
This replacement policy was also mentioned in a previous master thesis [EyjolfssonEyjolfsson2011].
In the thesis the entire energy network of the Westmanislands was analysed, to find a more
economical energy policy for it. The thesis itself found that by installing a heat pump
the electricity demand of the island could be reduced by 35%. The online publications of
Verkís, the contractor to HS-Veitur who were tasked to prepare the feasibility study for
the sea heat pump project, state that the reduction of the electrical demand would be
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Mynd 3: Heat pump schematic with operational data. (Source: Verkis 2016)

approx. 51.4GWh/y. The total electricity demand on the island is approx. 125GWh/y
according to [EyjolfssonEyjolfsson2011] so the actual savings in electricity are at around
40%.[VerkisVerkis2018]

2.3 Uncertain electricity

Uncertain electricity as opposed to priority electricity is rated at a lower price. Therefore the
heating on the Westmanislands uses uncertain electricity, which is bound to availability and
might not be available, as a form of demand side management. In case that the electrical
network is overloaded, the uncertain electricity is not available and the electrical boilers are
switched off[EyjolfssonEyjolfsson2011] (Figure 4).
This was seen to happen especially during march and april 2014 and april, may and june
2017, where the boiler was off for 2 and 3 months respectively. It was confirmed by Ivar
Atlasson, an employee of HS-Veitur, that these gaps in supply were due to the nature of
the said uncertain electricity. These gaps had to be filled by an oil heat only boiler (HOB)
[AtlassonAtlasson2018]. However many more gaps (in total 42, counting the two large ones
presented previously) were present. These however did not go beyond 3-5 days on average.
The data analysed was the boiler output for the years from 2014 till 2017, kindly provided by
HS-Veitur (Figure 5).

2.4 Environmental impact

This section will focus on the CO2 equivalent emissions of the project. The main sources
of energy in the district heating system of the Westmanislands are oil and electricity from
the grid, which in turn is approximately 29% geothermal and 71% hydropower as of 2014
([Hallsdottir, Wöll, Gudmundsson, Snorrason ThorssonHallsdottir .2012], [Ragnarsson HelgasonRagnarsson Helgason2004]).
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Mynd 4: Electricity supply to the island, priority, uncertain and total electricity from
2005 till 2010 and predictions till 2030. (Source: [EyjolfssonEyjolfsson2011])

Mynd 5: Data from HS-Veitur showing the boiler output and the periods during which
the boiler was off.
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Mynd 6: The total primary energy use by energy source in Iceland. (Source: Orkustofnun
2018)

In contrast, on a national level most of the energy, heat and electricity comes from geothermal
sources (Figure 6).
From the National Inventory Report 2018, the Emission factor of the icelandic electricity

grid was found to be 9.3 gCO2/kWhel[Hellsing .Hellsing .2018]. The environmental impact
of the construction and operation of a thermal storage unit is difficult to estimate. From
a report on the english energy sector it was found that the life cycle carbon emissions
of water storages on a lifespan of 60 years lie in the range of less than 0.1 to 2.0 Mt
CO2e. The strucures however were on a much bigger scale than what currently exists on
Iceland. From an online carbon footprint estimation site for a structure the size of heat
storages in Reykjavik,i.e. in Grafarholt and Perlan, a lower value was found ( 1.5 kt CO2e)
[Reffold, Leighton, Choudhury RaynerReffold .2008], [buildcarbonneutral.orgbuildcarbonneutral.org2018].
The carbon displaced by the more economical usage of the electricity and the reduced need

to heat with oil will then have to be weighed against the carbon impact of the Thermal storage
unit.
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3 Thermal Storage

Thermal energy storage is in effect the storage of heat in any shape or form. The most
common energy storage found worldwide are hot water tanks in houses, usually heated up at
night for usage during the following day.

3.1 Underground Thermal Energy Storage (UTES)

The Underground Thermal Energy Storage (UTES) are located below ground in form of
boreholes, natural caverns or aquifers. These are usually limited to specific areas that fulfil
strict geophysical requirements and therefore not possible everywhere.
The heat loss prevention in such storage mostly stems from the limited heat flow in the

rock, and is therefore its own insulation. In general 2 forms of UTES exist, the open and
closed storage type [LeeLee2010] [Xu, Wang LiXu .2014]. The following section describes
several common underground storage options, listing layout, conditions and operation of such
storage.

Aquifer Thermal Energy Storage (ATES)

Storage System Layout

Hot water is stored inside an underground aquifer, for short terms or seasonal storage. This
is an open storage type (Figure 7). This storage type typically comprises:

• A natural or enhanced confined underground reservoir.

• A set of extraction and injection boreholes.

• A load to alternatively cool or heat the storage.

Conditions needed

The main design specifications for the preliminary assessment regarding aquifer thermal storage
are:

• adequate hydrogeological conditions

• adequate heat retaining properties

• adequate temperature levels

• adequate hydrochemistry

The permeability should not be too low, leading to difficulties in the injection and extraction
process nor should there be aquifer flow, leading to increased heat loss through natural con-
vection and dispersion of the heat reservoir fluid [Holstenkamp .Holstenkamp .2017] [LeeLee2010].
Additional considerations involve the effect of the hydro-chemistry and possible contamination
of drinking water, however usually those types of reservoirs are realised below groundwater
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Mynd 7: Layout of a common aquifer thermal storage system for a household. (Source:
[Dickinson, Buik, Matthews SnijdersDickinson .2009])

levels used for drinking water and therefore have little impact on the quality of it. Thus the
only contamination points are leaks in ducts going through the protected groundwater, but
the risk can be mitigated by good craftsmanship and design of the duct system. Additionally it
was found that bacterial colonies do not thrive in the ATES facilities due to the unfavourable
conditions present [Holstenkamp .Holstenkamp .2017].

Operation of the System

To charge the reservoir, during charging periods, the cold storage fluid is pumped from the
cold well, heated up and pumped into the warm well. It is then stored in the warm well until
it is required, where it is pumped out, used for the application and then pumped back into
the cold well. The cycle then continues. Having a hot and cold well also allows to perform
cooling application if need be [LeeLee2010].
Most ATES systems are used to merely boost the work of the ground heat pumps, and

therefore the temperature differentials between hot and cold wells are around 10-20C. However
in many cases this can be sufficient to increase the COP and to see savings in energy, which
render the installation profitable. According to Sanner et al. (2005) only 1 installation stored
high temperature hot water (70C) at the time, that being the ATES system in the German
Reichstag (Parliament) [Sanner, Kabus, Seibt BartelsSanner .2005]. The reasons why these
systems are rare are some unresolved issues:

• heat loss in the hot storage

• calcium deposits due to high temperature

• corrosion of well components

The setups with a heat pump were proven to be very positive as in the example of a Belgian
hospital trialling this method of cooling and heating, they found that in comparison to the state
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Mynd 8: Layout of a common borehole thermal storage system. (Source: Drake Landing
Solar Community)

of the art heating and cooling system they had an economical and environmental advantage
[Vanhoudt, Desmedt, Van Bael, Robeyn HoesVanhoudt .2011].

Borehole Thermal Energy Storage (BTES)

The BTES is a closed UTES, as the water is pumped through sealed boreholes and not just
put in the aquifer. The storage medium in this case is not the water anymore but the ground
material. This makes this solution slightly more expensive than ATES, as the ground material
has usually lower heat capacity than water and therefore needs more heat storage material but
allows to have UTES in unfavourable ATES conditions and higher temperatures than ATES
systems [LeeLee2010].

Storage System Layout

Usually an entire set of boreholes is drilled for the storage. They are usually arranged in a
square or circular grid form and interconnected [Xu, Wang LiXu .2014] (Figure 8). They are
essentially composed of:

• A set of interconnected sealed boreholes

• A prepared ground with a heat storing fill and insulation

• A pumping system

Conditions needed

As this system is sealed off the ideal conditions can usually be designed for BTES systems,
which carries however a higher cost than just using the existing ground material. The grouting
or heat storage material selected should have high heat capacity and very low permeability
to avoid any aquifer flows. Another concern would be the heat exchange capability of the
system. The design of the grouting material to not just hold but also quickly transfer the
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heat to the water is important and lately new materials have been designed to satisfy those
requirements [Xu, Wang LiXu .2014].

Operation of the System

Usually the water to be heated is pumped from the fringes of the system towards the centre
to gradually heat it to the required temperature. During the charging phase the heating liquid
is pumped from the centre outwards. Especially in the first years of operation the system
will not be able to operate on design levels as the system needs a few years to fully heat up
to operational levels. In that case supporting systems are installed such as heat pumps to
raise the water temperature to required levels. The low heat exchanging properties of the
grouting material can, when the demand is exceptionally high, mean that not enough heat is
supplied and usually water storage tanks are as well included to cover short term peak demands
[Pinel, Cruickshank, Beausoleil-Morrison WillsPinel .2011]. The main disadvantages of this
type of system are:

• High initial cost

• Complexity of the underground conditions of water and vapour movement

• Long time to reach typical performance

BTES systems have been installed successfully around the world, one of the main uses
is coupled to solar collectors. The Drake Landing Solar Community in Okotoks, Alberta,
Canada was the first large seasonal storage community to implement a BTES system success-
fully and can now provide in the winter up to 80 per cent of its demand from storage
[Catolico, Ge McCartneyCatolico .2016]. However they are also relatively small, usually at up
to 10 000m3 and are usually only used for seasonal storage and not for short term balancing
due to their high thermal inertia [EspagnetEspagnet2016].

Cavern Thermal Energy Storage (CTES)

The CTES system is limited to places where suitable caverns exist. Due to their cost and
prerequisites they are however quite rare. Commonly, an adequate cave is insulated and sealed
off for the storage of the hot water. The system is simply composed of the cave housing the
hot water and a injection/extraction system to discharge or recharge the cavern (Figure 9).
After the system set-up, the cavern is charged with hot water, where the rock cavern walls
and optional insulation layers are used to reduce heat loss. Then in the colder seasons the
cavern is discharged to provide hot water [NordellNordell2000].
The main disadvantages are:

• High cost

• Rarity of adequate caves

The most renown rock cavern storages are found in Sweden and Finland. The 120 000m3

CTES unit close to Uppsala, Sweden, is used to store the district heating water for the Uppsala
constituency and is still functional. The setup of Greenfield or new CTES systems is quite rare
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Mynd 9: Layout of a common cavern thermal storage system. [NordellNordell2000]
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Mynd 10: An insulated steel thermal storage tank with concrete outer walls.

as there are usually cheaper alternatives to CTES, however when taking over already existing
facilities such as a decommissioned rock cavern oil storage, it could be an economically feasible
solution [NordellNordell2000].

3.2 Above Ground Thermal Energy Storage

These Storage systems are above ground and therefore more versatile and universal as opposed
to their underground counterparts. They however might face scrutiny from people living in
the area with regards to aesthetics and does take up space on the surface, which can be a
barrier especially in mountainous areas and on small islands.

Steel Tanks

The steel tanks are one of the more popular option for storing heat since the stored water has
very high heat density compared to most of the common systems but high installation costs
due to the materials used [Xu, Wang LiXu .2014].

Storage System Layout

Steel storage tanks are usually cylindrical units with a steel inner lining and an outer mantle
often made of concrete and insulating materials (Figure 10).

Conditions needed

As these tanks are a contained unit, they usually do not require any specific ground conditions,
apart from the obvious structural integrity of the ground to support such a structure. However
commonly, such structures are placed atop of hills, such that the higher potential energy of
the water can be used to regulate the pressure of tap water [Xu, Wang LiXu .2014].
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Mynd 11: Process of charging hot water and discharging cold water from a stratified tank.
The green area is the thermocline. (Source: Araner)

Operation of the System

Steel tanks are operated in different ways. Lately stratified steel tanks have become popular,
praised for their simplicity and low energy losses. Stratified tanks work by having the warm
and cold water in the same tank. Due to density effects the warm water will stay on top. The
thermocline, i.e. the interface between the hot and cold water, separates them. The reason
why this works is that water has a relatively low heat conductivity of approximately 0.6W/mK
as opposed to the few hundred W/mK of some metals [Karim, Burnett FawziaKarim .2018].
This thermocline acts as the insulating layer between the top and the bottom.
The discharging and charging process is somewhat difficult as one of the most important

priorities in operating a stratified tank is to avoid mixing of the liquids (Figure 11). Th-
erefore special diffusers are used to reduce the Reynolds number (The Reynolds number being
the ratio of inertia to viscous forces) [Son, Kim, Reindl HongSon .2015]. Usually laminar
flow and a Froude number of below 1 are suggested for the operation of a stratified tank
[AranerAraner2017].In order to keep the thermocline thin it is vital to move it, meaning that
a regular utilisation of the tank is necessary. Alternatively conventional multiple storage tanks
can be used which are filled and emptied with the heat storage medium [AranerAraner2017].
The main disadvantages of this type of systems are:

• High initial cost

• Complexity of operation of a stratified tank

• Visual impact
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Mynd 12: A typical pit storage for a solar heat seasonal storage system. (Source: Ramboll
Group)

Pit thermal storage

Storage pits are excavated sites, where the storage medium is then stored in. These pits can
be filled with a medium facilitating storage such as rocks or gravel, and would then be referred
to as gravel or rock pits [Xu, Wang LiXu .2014].

Storage System Layout

Usually a square or circular pit is dug with tilted walls. The pit is then insulated by the ground
material from three sides. Usually a floating or fixed cover is used to insulate the storage from
the top (Figure 12).

Conditions needed

Pits share some of the flexibility in positioning of the steel tanks. They require some more
research of ground properties as they will be dug out and sometimes the ground material used
as insulation. Additionally they will be covered with a plastic liner to stop the liquid from
seeping through and keeping it clean from contaminants (Figure 13). The simple set up of
the pit means that it has usually lower installation costs than steel tanks, but are usually more
prone to heat loss and if a filler material is used it can usually store less heat per volume
[Xu, Wang LiXu .2014].

Operation of the System

As mentioned previously, pits can be used to just store the liquid or they can use a filler
material to store the heat more efficiently. The filler material is usually just simply gravel or
rocks, which are the effective heat storage. The heat is taken from the storage by circulating
a heat transfer medium, commonly water through and away from the gravel or rock pit, or
simply out of the pit in case of an empty one. Sometimes the system operates on a heat
exchanger and the water in the pit is not used directly.
The main disadvantages of this type of system are:
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Mynd 13: Construction of the largest pit storage in Denmark, with a capacity of 200 000
m3. (Source: Ramboll Group)

Mynd 14: Process of charging and discharging a theoretical zeolite thermal storage.
(Source: [Johannes, Kuznik, Hubert, Durier ObrechtJohannes .2015])

• Filler material reduces the heat density in the pit and the space requirement.

• Underground conditions become more important, i.e. having no groundwater is better.

• More suitable for seasonal storage applications than short term balancing.

Sorption Thermal Storage

Sorption thermal storage is a rather new approach in thermal storage. It is however still not
been introduced industrially. The main problems lie in the efficient transport of the heat from
and to the sorption material [Johannes, Kuznik, Hubert, Durier ObrechtJohannes .2015] (Figure
14).
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Mynd 15: The Grafarholt hot water storage units, the largest in Reykjavik with a capacity
of 48 000m3. (Source: Alta efh)

3.3 Large-Scale thermal energy storage in Iceland

Large Scale thermal energy storage is not common in Iceland, currently only Reykjavik, in
the districts of Öskjuhlid and Grafarholt, and the town of Akranes feature big storage tanks,
24 000 m3, 48 000 m3 and 6200 m3 respectively [EyjolfssonEyjolfsson2011] (Figure 15).
Hot storage tanks for other communities in Iceland such as Isafjördur have been investiga-
ted, see Pajdak (2015). The tank there was proposed to be a 70 000 m3 seasonal storage
solution, making it by far the biggest storage project in Iceland.[PajdakPajdak2015] Isafjördur
has about 2600 inhabitants for reference as opposed to the 210 000 in the Reykjavik area
[GudjonsdottirGudjonsdottir2017]. From the data provided about the Westmanislands it can
be seen that the average daily consumption for the entire town was approx. 4600m3, this is
roughly 1.07 m3 hot water per person per day. For Reykjavik this would correspond to less
than one third of a day’s worth of hot water, for the Isafjördur project this would equal to
about 25 days of supply. However the Isafjördur storage would be a seasonal storage, whereas
in Reykjavik it is a short term demand supply balance storage.
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4 District heating in the Westmanislands

The district heating system on the Westmanislands is currently undergoing a major change. It
was previously operated mostly by an electrical boiler and a back-up oil boiler with additional
seasonal heat coming in from the fish-processing plants. Now the bulk of the heat demand is
to be supplied by a sea-water heat pump with the electrical boiler used for peak demand, and
the fish factories still delivering their seasonal heat.

4.1 Electrical Boiler

The electrical boiler on the Westmanislands is to date the main heat energy source of the
island. Its capacity is 20MW (Figure 16). It is comprised of two units of 10MW each
and is operated as previously stated on the uncertain energy. The boiler is a regular steam
producing boiler which then transfers the heat through a condensing heat exchanger to the
district heating water [EyjolfssonEyjolfsson2011].

4.2 Fish Processing Plants

There are currently two fish processing plants delivering heat into the district heating network,
Vinnslustöðin Vestmannaeyjar (VSV) and Ísfélag Vestmannaeyja (IV) are established firms on
the Westmanislands and operate according to the fishing schedule (Figure 17). Their thermal
outputs largely depend on the amount of fish allowed in the fishing season and the fishing
seasons themselves and therefore are prone to large yearly and not very predictable variations
and extended periods of no production (Figure 18).
The waste heat is passed through large heat exchangers, of approx. 5 MW which heat up

the district heating water on the return leg. The controls are quite simple and the companies
adjust the flow rate of the district heating water to reach the desired temperatures of approx.
77C (Figure 19). The fish factories’ heaters are operated as well on the uncertain electricity
and therefore during low supply they have to curtail their electrical heaters and rely on back-up
oil boilers.

4.3 Oil Boiler

The oil boiler unit comprises three heat only boilers able to fulfil the entire demand of the
island for district heat in times where the uncertain energy is not available (Figure 20).

4.4 District heating network prior to the heat pump

Prior to the heat pump installation the district heating network was comprised of the electrical
boiler, the fish factories and a back up oil boiler for when the electrical supply to the electrical
boiler was interrupted (Figure 21). These interruptions mostly happen as a result of a Demand
side management strategy where the electrical boiler is turned off when the demand on the
grid is too large.
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Mynd 16: Image of one of the electrical boilers supplying the district heat on the West-
manislands. (Source: [EyjolfssonEyjolfsson2011])

Mynd 17: Vinnslustödin Vestmannaeyja on the left and Isfelag Vestmannaeyja on the
right.
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Mynd 18: Heat output from VSV over the last years. Given in monthly total amounts.

Mynd 19: Heat exchanger used by Vinnslustödin to transfer the heat from the drying
process to the district heating network.
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Mynd 20: Images of the oil boilers supplying the district heat on the Westmanislands,
when the electrical boilers are off. (Source: [EyjolfssonEyjolfsson2011])

Mynd 21: Schematic of the up to date district heating system on the Westmanislands.
VSV and IV are the fish processing plants.
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Mynd 22: Schematic of the new district heating system on Heimaey.

4.5 Heat Pump in Construction

The heat pump is to have a rated capacity of 10.4 MW and a coefficient of performance
(COP) of 3.2-3.8. The 10.4MW are provided by 4 units and delivered from Varmalausnir
ehf. They are to be run on the uncertain electricity as well. However due to its much lower
demand on the electrical network it is likely to be able to supply heat more consistently than
the electrical boiler.

4.6 District heating network with heat pump

With the heat pump installed, it is now the main supply of heat of the island, and reduces
the entire electricity demand from approximately 78.6 GWh/a to 27.2 GWh/a. The reduced
demand on the electricity net means that total blackouts and curtailments will be fewer and
lead to a more stable and economical operation of the grid. The electrical boiler is only used
to cover peak demand now (Figure 22).
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Mynd 23: Schematic of the new district heating system on the Westmanislands with the
storage unit.

5 Method

The proposed project would add a thermal storage unit to the system which would allow to
shift the heating load from busy periods, to less busy periods effectively reducing the system
running costs. Additionally it would serve as a buffer for periods of limited electricity supply
as was observed. When the load on the electricity network is too great, the electrical boiler
and in the future the heat pump will be turned off as part of a demand side management
strategy (Figure 23).

5.1 Storage type selection

Storage type was selected initially based on physical constraints of the island and on financial
parameters. The island’s geography limits the types of storage that could be installed. For
this part of the evaluation the ground conditions and the drawbacks and advantages of the
common storage technologies will be compared to reach a conclusion on the ideal type of
storage. Some of the selection is carried out in the next part of this section as well, as there
were two equally possible storage methods to choose from. The question here is: What type
of storage is possible for the given circumstances?

5.2 Economic Calculations and environmental Statement

The sizing of the storage was carried out by help of a model created in Matlab. It was
essentially carried out as a techno-economical optimisation problem, where the problem was
modelled on an hourly basis and the solution with the lowest operating costs selected. Each
technology had an operational costs, and was arranged according to a merit order. Every
hour demand was fulfilled and the corresponding cost was then summed over the whole year.
Storage was incremented in steps of 100kWh until an optimal solution was found. The cost
of storage was annualised and added to the yearly operating costs. This approach is the
usual energy systems modelling approach [Herbst, Toro, Reitze JochemHerbst .2012]. The
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environmental analysis will compare the environmental benefits of the storage. It will estimate
the carbon emissions on a yearly basis, split over the entire life span. The question asked here
is: What is the optimal storage size and is the investment interesting from an investor’s point
of view? and: Is the storage benefiting the environment?
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Mynd 24: Geological map of the Westmanislands with their geological formations.
(Source: ISOR Geological Maps)

6 Storage Type Selection

6.1 Ground conditions

The ground conditions on the Westmanislands are essentially divided in two parts: (Figure
24)

• The older part of the island with the older hyaloclastite rock formation.

• The younger part of the island with the young lava rock.

It is important to note that the terms young and old are relative to geological age which spans
terms of ten thousands to millions of years.
As can be seen, the oldest part of the island and its bedrock is the hyloclastite formation.

Hyaloclastite is commonly formed by quenching of lava as would occur during an underwater
or subglacial eruption indicating that the initial part of the island was therefore formed by
such an underwater eruption, during the Weichselian glaciation. Initially Heimaey was two
separate islands, indicated by the hyaloclastite parts, but the newer eruptions such as the
Helgafell, the other Volcano besides the infamous Eldfell, filled the gap between those older
islands and formed the island of Heimaey today. The newest addition came with the eruption
of the Eldfell, adding approx. 2.2km2 to the island [SigurjonssonSigurjonsson2018].
The geological data of the different formation is as such difficult to establish without exact

testing of the conditions on site. In general the most important indicators for the thermal
storage options taken into account are the hydraulic conductivity, ground water flow and salt
water encroachment [LeeLee2010].

Hydraulic conductivity

This value measures the resistance to flow inside of an aquifer. This value is especially
important for any open aquifer solutions and some closed systems as well. Clearly high
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Mynd 25: Some hydraulic conductivity ranges for common ground materials. (Source:
[KetilssonKetilsson2017])

conductivity would mean that in an aquifer thermal storage a lot of the stored hot water
would dissipate away. Additionally in a closed system such as borehole thermal storage, high
groundwater flow would mean high heat losses for the stored water through the borehole walls
(Figure 25). Typical value for the ground below the Westmanislands were not found but from
the geological maps it can be said that it being a Lava-flow the value would be between 10
and 10 000 m/d, which is very high.
Aquifer thermal storages are usually reliant on high hydraulic conductivity, so an Aquifer

thermal storage would be good from this perspective.

Ground Water Flow

The ground water flow indicates the movement of the ground water through the aquifers.
High Ground water flow means that aquifers would exchange waters at a high rate meaning
that stored water would dissipate quickly, additionally any isolated hot water holding systems
such as boreholes would be prone to elevated amounts of convective heat transfer. Due to
the probable high hydraulic conductivity on the island the likelihood of Groundwater flow is
high.

Salt Water Encroachment

Salt water encroachment describes the limits of salt water seeping through aquifers and meet-
ing fresh ground water reserves (Figure 26).
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Mynd 26: Schematic of saltwater encroachment close to a coast. (Source:
[BarlowBarlow2003])

Mynd 27: Areal view of Heimaey with the hot water tanks at Perlan, Reykjavik, in the
same scale. (Source: Google Maps)

However on the Westmanislands historically, fresh water had always been a problem due to
the lack of clean fresh ground water. Rainwater had to be gathered up until the start of the
20th century when pipelines were set up to provide the island with a constant supply of fresh
water. This is especially problematic with Aquifer thermal storage which relies on an aquifer
free from such intrusions to guarantee the cleanliness of the water stored inside of it.

6.2 Topography

In the case of a structure, it needs to have sufficient space to be placed in, which is not always
the case on an island housing a sizeable community and an airport.
For reference, an image of the island is compared to an areal picture of one of the hot water

storage units in Reykjavik, with the same scaling, to give an idea of the space taken by a hot
water tank or pit on the island (Figure 27).
It can be hard to make out height differences on the satellite image so a topographical map
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Mynd 28: Topography of Heimaey showing the altitude of the terrain. (Source: Google
Maps)

of the island was found as well to be compared with the satellite image (Figure 28).
This shows that only the lava fields to the north-west of the island and the terrain to the

south-east of the Heimaey settlement area would be really fit for constructing the water tanks.
Those terrains are also all situated higher up than the city, helping with the pressure in the
system.
The areas in the north and south cut off from the satellite image were discarded due to

housing bird sanctuaries and being unfit terrain for construction.
Further building restrictions might apply especially regarding the area next to the airport

and on the new lava fields as they might be protected for air traffic reasons or for scientific
reasons.
Finally building on the lava field which at a few metres depth still has elevated temperatures

might mean a corrosive environment for any structures placed there, especially with regards
to steel tanks and this would have to be taken into account when designing such a setup.
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Mynd 29: System analysed with the system boundary in red.

7 Storage Sizing

7.1 Objective Function and Model Boundaries and Constraints

The system analysed is the energetic part of the entire district heating system. That means
that mass flows will not be taken into consideration only energy flows (Figure 29). The
objective function is to minimise the operating cost of the district heating system of the
Westmanislands by introducing the storage.

Crun =
∑

gt ∗ cvar,t + Cinv ∗ Capstorage (1)

Where Crun are the total running costs (e), gt is the total generated heat from technology
t (kWh), cvar,t is the variable cost of t (e/kWh), Cinv are the investement costs (e/kW
installed) and Capstorage is the installed storage capacity (kW).
The constraints are:

• No technology can exceed its capacity. gt <= Capt

• No generation can go below zero. gt >= 0

• Generation has to meet demand at all times.
∑
gt >= d(t)

All variables bar Capstorage are fixed or dependent. I.e. Crun will be minimised by changing
Capstorage.
An RES (Reference Energy System) was set up to show just the energy flows within the

system boundary (Figure 30).

7.2 Modelling tools

Matlab was used to model the system, arrange the data and perform all the calculations.
It was selected for its ability to deal with large spreadsheet-form data and the ability to
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Mynd 30: RES Energetical system with only energy flows shown, within the system
boundary. (HOB and EB stand for heat only and electrical boiler)

iterate processes in a handy and relatively simple programming language. Alternatively a
linear programming software would have been used as well however more complex packages
for energy generation modelling such as GAMS, were unavailable and simpler packages were
not able to deal with storage mechanics.
It was found however that the district heating system on the Westmanislands is not especially

complex, having only 4 technologies and the storage supplying. The oil boilers are only
supplying when the electrical boiler, or heat pump, cannot and therefore effectively no more
than 3 technologies, with clear merit order, supply at any time. Therefore it was concluded
that although linear programming would be superior for the problem given, a Matlab model
would suffice for the circumstances given.

7.3 Input data

The data used was the following:

• Operational data from the electrical boiler

• Monthly heat balance for the entire district heating system

• Meteorological data from the Westmannislands

The operational data of the boiler was supplied by HS-Veitur in three different forms which
had to be put into one single spreadsheet, It varied from quarter-hourly data to hourly data
on 2 different spreadsheets as the data-collecting pattern was changed in 2015 and a sensor
was replaced in 2017. From the monthly heat balance, also supplied by HS-Veitur, and the
meteorological data a correlation between average monthly temperature and average monthly
heat demand was established.

7.4 Modelling approach and procedure

The different storage sizes were iterated in a for loop and the total running cost of the system
was computed for each size. The selection criteria was to optimise the storage size to achieve
the lowest system running cost. The entire modelling is done in three steps:

1. The preparation of the model, i.e. importation of data and setting up the variables.
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2. Iterating storage sizes until an optimal solution is found for the four year period with
and without interruptions.

3. Modelling an average year for 100 different sets of outages.

As this is an optimisation problem the solution is the one for which the entire running cost
of the district heating system with the installation of the storage is the lowest, as is standard
for these types of models [Herbst, Toro, Reitze JochemHerbst .2012]. The average year here
is based on the four years, 2014-2017, for which data was available.

As neither the actual occurrence of the outages nor their length was predictable, a statistical
approach was taken, estimated by the outages present in the 4 years. From this distribution a
set of 100 different sets of outages were chosen. Each would represent a year where at random
intervals a random amount of outages of a random length. Storage was then optimised for
each set.

7.5 Assumptions and their Rationale

Due to the lack of some vital information such as the demand and actual electricity price
there might be a few errors compared to reality. In the following paragraphs the sources of
possible errors will be identified to present the limitations of the model.

Heat pump

The capacity of the heat pump as given by Veitur was 10.4 MW. The coefficient of performance
was given as 3.5. However the coefficient of performance is dependent on many factors such as
the temperature of the sea and the return water, the supply water and sea return temperature
are usually stable. This can be shown by the definition of the heat pump coefficient of
performance:

COPheat pump =
∆hheat sink

∆hheat source

α
∆Theat sink

∆Theat source

Where ∆h is the enthalpy difference and ∆T is the temperature difference. α indicates that
the relationship is proportional. Therefore the Coefficient of performance ranges from 3.2-3.8
as per H.S. Veitur. The price of heat from the heat pump would vary from 2.53-3 ec/kWh.
This would not change the merit order and not affect the result of the model. It could however
mean that at certain times the heat would be cheaper than at others, meaning that along a
temporal dimension it could be interesting to resell heat from the heat pump at lower price to
displace heat from the heat pump when it is higher priced, effectively increasing the benefits
of the heat pump. Those benefits however would be relatively small and would necessitate
more advanced software to model.

Electricity Pricing

Electricity prices can be sensitive economic data and vary during the year. A rough guiding
value was given by VSV and IV, but an exact value or a histogram of the variation was not
given by them. In a summary of the energy report by Orkustofnun it was found that the
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Mynd 31: Prices per kWh for heat, with the price paid by customers, the price of generati-
on and the subsidy paid by the government in September 2017. (Source:
Orkustofnun)

cost of generation from electrical boilers was approx. 10.7 ISK or 8.6 ecents (Figure 31)
[Hjaltason, Gudmundsdottir, Haukdal GudmundssonHjaltason .2018].

Fish factory heat supply

The model runs on a very specific assumption regarding the supply of heat coming from the
fish factories. Unfortunately the fish factories did not make any hourly data available, and
in one case only gave a rough daily estimate of heat supplied and a rough number of days
per year at which this heat is supplied. Therefore in order to run the model with the fish
factory supply, it was assumed that the difference between the estimated demand from the
temperature, as mentioned in the previous subsection, and the supply by the electrical boiler
were equal to the effective heat supplied by the fish factories.

Heat Pricing

Veitur purchases the heat from the fish factories at seasonally varying prices negotiated with
the companies themselves. Vinnslustödin was kind enough to provide some of that data given
in Figure 32.
At an exchange rate of 125 ISK/e this equals a range of 1.3-2 ecents/kWh (Figure 32). It

will be shown in the following subsection that this variation does not change the merit order
and therefore has no effect on the optimal solution, only the total operational costs might
differ slightly. And as the fish factories are the first in the merit order the difference will be
the same in the models with and without storage. Currently, the price per kWh is 2.4 ISK or
1.92 ecents.
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Mynd 32: Prices per kWh of heat from the fish factories.

Heating Oil pricing

The heating oil used during power outages is very volatile in price. The previously mentioned
report showed that the price varied greatly over the years [OrkustofnunOrkustofnun2016].
The problem is in recognising a specific oil price. There is a subsidy for communities living
outside of geothermal areas, where some of the fuel cost is paid by the state to keep them
affordable for the population. This is the previously mentioned 8 ISK (Figure 31). Figure 31
shows the actual prices that customers pay, the subsidies the country pays and the actual cost
of generation. From this it can be seen that the cost of generation is actually 13 ISK or 10.4
ecents, placing oil clearly at the very bottom of the merit order.

Outages

As previously mentioned the island’s district heating system is dependent on the uncertain
electricity. This leads to outages during certain periods of the year of a random nature. Their
length, moment of appearance and the amount of outages seem to follow no clear logic and
are partially dependent on the energy storage in hydro dams to fulfil energy demand during
periods of low flow. In order to better show the effect of these outages a statistical approach
was taken. Initially a script was written to generate a random number of outages at random
moments of the year at a random length. The length however was dictated by a Weibull
approximation of the durations of the actual outages for which data was present. Weibull was
chosen as it yielded the best fit (Figure 33).

Storage tank default level

The storage tank default water level was assumed to be always full. Since the district heating
system is operated on uncertain electricity. There might be a cut out during extended and
shorter periods, and thus it makes the most economical sense to always keep a full storage to
be able to supply hot water at storage value for as long as possible before using to fossil fuels.
It was also mentioned by VSV and IV, that at times they could not deliver all the surplus
heat they had. However as they were unable to provide data on an hourly resolution it was
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Mynd 33: Assumed Weibull distribution of the outages.
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Mynd 34: Curves fitted to the storage price for tanks.(2015 values)

found that this could not be accurately represented in the model. However the storage would
be able to take that additional heat. This would change this assumption as the storage tank
would have to be at least partially emptied to take in the additional hot water. One could
consider a seasonal policy on the size of the storage. This was not modelled though as the
amount, duration and time of occurrence of this surplus was unknown. The return lines from
the storage to the Fish processing plants represent this. The cold water in storage would be
heated up directly by the fish processing plants should they have a surplus (Figure 29).

Storage Tank pricing

The storage tank cost was estimated based on the financial figures of some storage units in
europe. [EspagnetEspagnet2016] These estimates were then used to relate the size of the
storage to an approximate cost, by fitting curves (Figure 35).
The relationship was assumed to be logarithmic as it yielded the best fit and it was assumed

that as constructions get larger the specific price decreases due to scaling effects. The mat-
hematical relationships displayed in the windows were used for the cost estimate of the storage
tanks in all further calculations. It needs to however be clear that this number is in no way
an exact quantitative representation of the real cost but a qualitative estimate. Most of the
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Mynd 35: Curves fitted to the storage price for pits.

storage units analysed in the master thesis were set in Germany, whereas this project is set on
an island close to Iceland. For comparison the minimum wage in Germany is 8.84eper hour
[für Arbeit und Sozialesfür Arbeit und Soziales2018] and in Iceland depending on the industry
it ranges from 1600 to 1700 ISK per hour [of General workers in Icelandof General workers in Iceland2018],
which corresponds to 12.8 to 13.6e. Additionally shipping all building materials, labour and
machinery to the island is bound to increase the general project cost, but exact estimates are
difficult to obtain as there is no comparable structure on the island. Other cost factors would
be maintenance and running costs. In general running costs of a storage are considered very
low as it is a static structure. Maintenance cost would depend a lot on the place and type of
structure built. Therefore operation and maintenance costs were assumed to be zero.

Heat Demand Data

No demand data was found or the companies were unwilling to supply it. However from
the monthly total heat demands, supplied by HS-Veitur, and average temperatures for each
month over the course of 4 years a correlation was established between temperature and heat
demand (Figure 36).
When comparing the curve of the heat demand generated through the correlation and the

boiler output provided by HS-Veitur, it was found that approximately 40% of the time the data
supplied by the electrical boiler was exceeding the data estimated by this method. This means
that the approximation might be undervaluing the demand. Additionally a different method
was tried for the estimation of the heat demand, going from the output of the electrical boiler
over the last four years and ignoring the fish plants entirely, assuming that being the lowest in
the merit order they would supply first always anyway and therefore the system was treated
as analysed after the fish factories had delivered their heat. The gaps due to power outages
were filled with an average value for that specific hour from the remaining years. Those two
methods will be compared.

Financial parameters

For the estimation of the costs, the fixed cost of installing the storage tank were annualised
to be able to calculate the cost based on a year of operation as is standard for engineering
projects. The discount rate in Iceland was 5.4% at the end of 2012 [CIACIA2018]. The key
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Mynd 36: Linear correlation of the average monthly heat demand and average monthly
temperatures on Heimaey.

interest loans from the national bank have not changed substantially since then, therefore the
value of 5% was used as a representative estimate [of Icelandof Iceland2018]. The life span
of a storage tank may vary but in general an average value of approx. 50 years is cited as the
standard life span for a water tank storage [EverhartEverhart2010], whereas pit storage was
given less approximately 30 years [UlbjergUlbjerg2015].

7.6 Model Assumptions Summary

The assumptions made previously are summarised in the following lists to clearly show them
with their corresponding values and are additionally summarised in table 1:

Heat pump

• Start-up and Shut-down costs are non-existent

• Partial load characteristics are non-existent

• The Capacity of the heat pump is 10.4 MW.

• The coefficient of performance was assumed to be 3.5 constantly.

Electrical Boiler

• Start-up and Shut-down costs are non-existent.

• Partial load characteristics are non-existent.

• Capacity is 20 MW.

• The price of generation was assumed to be 8.6 ecents or 10.7 ISK.
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Oil Boiler

• Start-up and Shut-down costs are non-existent.

• Partial load characteristics are non-existent.

• Able to take any excess demand.

• Operating costs are 10.5ecents or 13 ISK.

Fish Factories

• The output from the fish factories was assumed to be the difference between the
electrical boiler output and the demand estimated by the temperature correlation.

• The cost of heat from the fish factories was assumed to be 19.2 ec or 24 ISK.

Thermal Storage

• The storage was always filled as long as the marginal cost of the heat was higher at
some other point in the model, i.e. if the heat could be sold back for a higher price.

• Start-up and Shut-down costs are non-existent

• Partial load characteristics are non-existent

• The cost of the storage units was assumed to just be the cost indicated by the cost
curve estimated from a range of storage options as mentioned in Figure 35.

Outages

• Outages were not more than 13 per year.

• The time they occur and the amount was randomised.

• The duration was randomised based on the Weibull distribution.

Operational and Economic Assumptions

• The discount rate was assumed to be 5%.

• The demand was simulated by correlating the average monthly temperature on the
island with an average daily heat demand in that month. Additionally a demand curve
was generated using the electrical boiler output and filling the gaps created by the power
outages.

• The life span of the tank and pit storage was assumed to be 50 and 30 years respectively.
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Variable Value Unit

Electricity Price 9.6 ecents/kWh
Heating Oil Price 10.4 ecents/kWh
Fish Factory Heat Price 1.92 ecents/kWh
Life Time Pit 30 years
Life Time Tank 50 years
Discount Rate 5 %
COP Heat Pump 3.5 -
Heat Pump Capacity 10.4 MW

Tafla 1: Summary of the Assumptions.

Mynd 37: Generated heat demand from the temperature correlation.

8 Results

The results will follow the subchapters from the previous chapter, i.e. results will be presented
in order.

8.1 Modelling Results

Demand Estimation

First the demand was estimated with the 2 methods mentioned previously in chapter 7.5.9.
The following results are a graphical representation of the heat demand over the fours years.
It is important to keep in mind that for the second method the analysis was done out assuming
that the fish factories had already supplied the heat. Figure 37 shows a graphical representation
of the demand done out based on the correlation of temperature and heat demand.
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Mynd 38: Generated heat demand from the electrical boiler on the island, with the gaps
filled in with an average value.

Figure 38 shows the demand correlated from the boiler data and the gaps filled by adding
in an average value.
As mentioned previously the substantial difference between the two figures is the output

from the fish factories, and essentially the difference between the two curves is assumed to
be the heat output from the fish factories (Figure 39). During the 4 year period a total of
42 gaps were found ranging from a few hours to a few weeks but only 2 of them were longer
than a few days.

Problem Optimisation over the 4 years as given

The optimisation of the ideal storage size was initially done for the entire four year period
with the outages present. (Figure 40)

Problem Optimisation over 1 year

This is the result from the optimisation of the problem for the 100 sets of random outages
over a 1 year period. The graphs show all of the results in ascending order (Figures 41 and
42).
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Mynd 39: Difference between the heat supplied by the boiler and the demand generated
by the temperature correlation. This shows the major differences between the
curves.

Mynd 40: Total system operating costs for each storage size in steps of 100kWh, for the
demand curve generated from the temperature curve over a four year period.
The blue curve indicates the total costs for the tank and the orange curve for
the pit.
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Mynd 41: Curve showing the optimal results for each set in ascending order for the tank.
The area to the top was not modelled as those dimensions were deemed outliers
and too large for the system at hand.

Mynd 42: Curve showing the optimal results for each set in ascending order for the pit.
The area to the top was not modelled again for reasons mentioned in the
previous figure.
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Model Type pit (kWh) tank (kWh)

4 years 1 133 900 665 300
4 years without outages 113 200 105 000

Tafla 2: Model results showing the optimal solutions for each technology and for a ref-
erence system without outages.

Model Type Pit (e) Tank (e) Reference system (e)

4 years 9 515 200 9 606 600 9 818 900
4 years (no outages) 8 050 000 8 038 300 8 123 800

Tafla 3: Model results showing the total system costs for each solution and a reference
system without outages.

8.2 Results summary

Tables 2 and 3 summarise the results. The values received were not added a contingency
allthough that is recommended as storage usually cannot be emptied completely. A value of
10% was recommended in a previous paper [EspagnetEspagnet2016].

8.3 Financial Results

The first part of the results will be the savings generated by the system as displayed below
(Table 4).
These savings will represent the net yearly cash flows for the financial analysis. With these

cash flows, the initial investments and the life time of the project a set of IRR values can be
calculated giving an idea of the profitability of the project (Table 4). The IRR values would
be positive until an annual cash flow of approx. 51 000 e for the pits and 35 000 e for the
tanks per year. From the outage set model it was found that for the generated optimal tank
size, 3 cash flows were negative and 13 were below the profitability limit, i.e. had a negative
IRR. For the pit these values were 4 and 15.
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Model Type Pit Tank

Investment costs (e) 1 678 500 1 497 900
Yearly Savings (e) 75 931 53 078
IRR 2.78 1.91
Life span (years) 30 50

Tafla 4: Investment Costs, Yearly Savings and IRR values for the 4 year analysis and
each technology.

9 Discussion of Results

9.1 Ground conditions

The ground below the main part of the island is relatively young lava, with high porosity,
indicating high hydraulic conductivity and high aquifer flows. There is minimal fresh groundwater
present with no real confining layers. It is therefore unsuitable ground for aquifer thermal
storage.

9.2 Topography

As shown by the maps (Figures 28 and 27) there is only one particularly suitable place where
the installation of the storage would be possible i.e. on the lava. This comes from two
keypoints, the new lava to the east of the island lies higher than the town and therefore it
would help regulate the pressure in the water taps. The other point especially in the case
of a pit, thanks to the still partially warm lava, heat losses could be kept to a minimum. If
the storage was to be buried partially into the lava, constraints due to building in a corrosive
environment would have to be taken into account however.

9.3 Storage Selection

From the previous results it was found that Aquifer thermal storage was not a suitable solution.
Additionally, borehole thermal storage was also excluded due to the fact that the BTES systems
do not really exist in the sizes needed for this project, they are suited only for seasonal storage
and not very useful for short term demand and supply balancing due to their high inertia.
Therefore only pit and tank storage were further analysed. It remains to be said that pits share
some of the drawbacks of the BTES systems and are usually only used for seasonal storage.
Tanks are the most versatile storage systems able to freely satisfy short term demands and
store heat for seasonal storage as well, they however come with a heightened cost.

9.4 Modelling Results

Demand Estimation

From the two demand models it can be seen that the model based on the temperature demand
is the more coherent one.(Figure 37) The curve shows a more uniform demand as opposed
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to the sometimes erratically behaving curve based on the boiler output.(Figure 38) The main
difference between the two, aside the smoothness, is the output from the fish-factories. That
is the main reason why the demand is reduced systematically during extended periods in early
spring, late summer and in the middle of winter, which represent busy times for the fishing
industry. The erratic behaviour stems from the filling activity performed to yield that curve.
Due to power outages in the grid the boiler does at times not supply heat at all. In order to
fill those holes and simulate a constant demand, the holes were filled with an average demand
generated by an average value from the remaining years at the very same date and hour.
From the general heat purchase document provided by HS-Veitur it can be seen that the heat
demand changes substantially from year to year and therefore that method of fulfilling the
demand is definitely less accurate than the temperature correlated one. The correlation is
quite clear, however an important point to notice is the fact that at approximately 40% of the
time the heat provided by the boiler exceeds the heat demand predicted by the temperature
correlation (Figure 39). The excess rate never really goes beyond 20% but it is important to
take that into consideration when scrutinising the model as it might be underestimating the
actual demand.

Problem optimisation

The model was initially optimised for the entire four years where data was provided.(Figure
40) The results show an already predicted trend of the pit being the cheaper solution at higher
capacities than the tank. From there two situations were modelled, one where no power outa-
ges were present and one where power outages were taken as given from the boiler output
data. The model with the outages yielded larger optimal values due to the additional benefit
of storing heat for times of no electricity and the price of oil heating being higher than the
price of energy in the hot water storage. This shows that most of the savings potential lie
within these power outages. This throws up the question of which form of storage is the most
appropriate one. Short term balancing of demand and demand curve smoothing only really
plays a small role in comparison to the savings brought by displacing oil heating. (Table 3)
It also shows that there is a total potential of displacing a total worth of approx. 1.7 Million
Euros in oil heating. It is interesting to note that for the lowest operational costs this only
means savings of approx. 300 000 Euros, if the cost estimations are accurate. Another remark
is given to the shape of the total cost curve. It can be seen that it features sudden changes in
slope as one goes from one storage size to another. These steps indicate a change in marginal
utility of each additional kWh storage in place. Initially the Cost decreases steeply indicating
that the storage at these sizes is used very often and therefore contributes a lot to the savings.
After a certain threshold is reached the following units do not get used as often and therefore
their economic benefit is reduced. This continues until the marginal benefit of an additional
unit of storage is worth less than it costs.

In order to independently test the models from their source material an average year was
established with an average demand curve. The 100 sets of outages were layered over that
demand curve and the optimal solution was computed for each set. Figures 41 and 42 show
the results in ascending order. From the slope of that curve it can be determined which range
is particularly frequent, the flatter interval being the most common ones. For the tank three
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distinct regions can be seen, up to about 25% and 500 000 kWh capacity and from there up to
about 80% at 2 000 000 kWh capacity. For the pit the regions can be made out intersecting
at around 40% at 2 000 000 kWh capacity and 80% at 2 000 000 kWh capacity.

The 4 year analysis from Table 2 shows that the results are at the 30% mark for the tank and
at the 40% mark for the pit. If the system was to be built according to the specifications from
the 4 year model it would cover the most frequent modes of power outages and run a low risk
of being overdesigned. Additionally it is important to note that the values for the outages
are based on the actual distribution generated from the real outages. There is a possibility
for bias coming from that direction which should be taken into account. Moreover additional
data regarding power outages could not be found and therefore a 4 year period might seem a
bit short to accurately render a representative one year period, which is exactly why the large
number of iterations i.e. 100 was chosen. Finally it is important to note that the installation
for the heat pump will probably reduce the amount of outages as it will reduce the instances in
which the capacity of the transmission cables is the limiting factor. It would be therefore safer
to assume a more conservative solution and therefore the results being in the lower third of
the generated outage spectrum would indicate a conservative choice. Unfortunately the exact
rate of reduction is difficult to estimate. Operating the optimal storage sizes at each outage
set yielded the savings showing the profitability of that one system at each instance. From
there it could be seen that for tanks 19 instances were below the design point and 6 instances
between the design point and the profitability point. For the pit this was 26 instances with
11 instances between the two. The importance of that wiggle room comes from the probable
reduction in outages making the scenarios with fewer and smaller outages more likely.

Financial and environmental analysis

Table 4 shows the quick financial analysis of the project. On an introductory note it is alrea-
dy good that the IRR values are not negative indicating that the project is bound to make
profits. However from an independent investor point of view the return values are quite low
and especially for a such a long term project, they are quite close to the 2% inflation rate
currently experienced in Iceland, throwing into question the actual value of this investment.
However as this project is not for private investment but a community project the range of
acceptable IRR values might be lower and the relevant authorities might still consider it a
worthwhile project.

The environmental breakdown shows clear benefits in displacing oil heating. The very carbon
clean electricity from the grid is the lead reason. Depending on the frequency of use of the
oil heaters the benefit can range from yearly savings of less than 10tons CO2 equivalent to
up to 250 tons CO2 equivalent. For the design case of 4 years the total yearly savings were
44tons CO2 equivalent. Unfortunately no accurate data for the CO2 equivalent emissions for
storage tanks were found. A rough estimate would pinpoint the emissions at 1000-2000 tons
CO2 equivalent. From this it can be seen that whether the construction is beneficial or not
for the environment would depend largely on the outages being present and the ensuing oil
boiler use.
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10 Conclusion

From the data presented previously it can be said that a thermal energy storage solution
would have benefits for the people of the Westmanislands. The difficulty lies in quantifying
that benefit. This thesis started off as an implementation of a seasonal thermal energy
storage. However quite quickly during the first phases of modelling it was found that most of
the benefits come from short term demand curve smoothing and bridging electricity supply
gaps, which are not seasonal storage applications as such. Therefore the actual aim of the
thesis had to be changed to fit the new direction. The new direction would also lead to
believe that a storage tank would be the most beneficial solution as all the other solutions
are more typical seasonal storage ones, which the Westmanislands do not need. The system
needs the quick responsiveness and accuracy of a tank and not the inertia laden unresponsive
seasonal storage options. Even though some of the outages are quite long most of them are
not longer than a few hours again showing that short term accurate storage is the solution.
The dimension presented above also are supported by the simulation of a vast array of outages
showing that the system would not be overdesigned in most cases with a safety margin. The
Return on investment is very low for a private investment, it might however still be suited
as a community project, founded by the state. The environmental benefits of this system
are difficult to estimate as they largely depend on the amount of outages. It is also safe to
assume that without the outages the environmental benefit would be limited or non-existent,
depending on the actual emissions from the construction.
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